You've Probably Heard The Rumors About...

"An Out Of Print 'Underground
Marketing Classic' That Turns More
Mere Mortals Into Internet Millionaires
Than Any Other Book In History!"
And It Has Nothing To Do With 'Thinking And Growing Rich'. In Fact, The
Widespread Abuse Of This Book Has Grown To Be So 'Dangerous', The
Author Is Choosing To Keep It Out Of Print!
So Unless You Read Every Word Of This Letter To Determine If You 'Qualify', There's
Hardly A Chance Of You Ever Laying Hands On A Copy Anymore...

*Limited Time Offer!*
Dear Friend,

A

re the rumors true?

Is this THE BOOK that teaches everyday people like you to spark
an electrifying surge in your cashflow and double, triple or even
quadruple your online profits at will?
Well, none other than Robert Allen agrees...

"Just one idea in this book can make (or save) you millions!"
Now, before I get too far into this...I want to tell you
something up front.

You're going to have an uncontrollable urge to keep reading this text because hidden deep within it are "diamond valued" facts that can transform your online
business virtually overnight!
So get ready because - I'm about to give you the inside-scoop
about this classic, 'out of print' book.
This book is single-handedly responsible for much of the
phenomenal success of many of the most well-known marketers
today, even much of my own success.

I can GUARANTEE that if you were to get this book in your hands
today, flipped through even the first two short chapters...it
would not only increase your income but change the way you view
the world forever!
You see, I’m a little anxious about telling you this because it
does have some VERY deep implications if it falls into the wrong
hands.
Heck, I hope my website doesn’t get shut down by the powers that
be...IF you know what I mean!

"If the idea of being able to generate winning products - or services - at superfast speeds - regardless of how much money you have, your educational
background, your skills OR the amount of equipment you own, is something that
appeals to you, then you will fall head-over-heels for this..."
But first, I have to ask you something critically important...
Have you ever wondered how and why some people online are just so
DAMN rich & famous? Or - How the heck can I make that kind of
money too?
If you’re anything like I was years ago, then I’m sure you’ve
felt that there just has to be something you’re missing in your
quest for fame and fortune...Right?
Well...suppose you could to learn the whole truth about what it
takes to really make money online that could unlock the gates to
your success and financial freedom online, offline and:

All You Have To Do Is Listen!
I definitely know how you feel because...
You see, some years ago I realized that there were just some
untold truths that no one would willingly disclose about how to
become famous and make millions.
I kept seeing success story after success story and couldn't
understand what the heck these guys had over me, because they
really didn't seem all that talented.
So, after I realized just how right I was about this little-known
'cover-up' I became obsessed with it and spent the next 2 years
of my life researching just what those ‘hidden secrets’ were.
Then back in 2002 during my quest to find the secret...
I learned that there existed a system of creating wealth that
allowed seemingly normal individuals to control other people's
money and 'even their spending habits'!

Best yet...this amazing system could be witnessed first-hand by
looking closely at every aspect of modern-day business BUT, you
first have to understand it.
Shocked and a little uncertain about the waters I was treading in
I took a big leap of faith...calmed my insides down and started
absorbing everything I could about this system.
I quickly discovered that there was a seriously dangerous side of
this system and just how powerful it really was for creating
wealth and just how dangerous it was when placed in the wrong
hands...
I was literally shocked into disbelief when I saw how often it
was being used by the most successful people and companies in the
world to make millions and even billions of dollars.
Problem was I also saw it used for some really horrible reasons
by bad people.
Keep in mind though that as with many things "powerful or
dangerous" it serves as an instrument of both good and evil.
Once I realized that truth though...I quickly became a student of
this system.
Then as if by chance a few years later I discovered the brighter
side of this system with it's own AMAZING power to create SUPER
wealth!
Now after long consideration and getting permission from the man
who is a Master of this system himself...
I’m ready to reveal the blunt and honest truth about BOTH sides
of it to you and...

They Are So Simple That They Can EASILY Mislead
You and So Powerful That They Can QUICKLY
Destroy YOU!
(Yikes!)
Actually...I'm gonna' be completely up front and honest here and
admit that I've kept them under wraps for quite some time now...
All while I made HUGE bankrolls of cash for myself!
I'm not really apologizing though.
I'm just being truthful!

;-P

I know that all you have to do is a little research on my name
and you'll see that I have quite a history online!
But let's get back to the point...
Listen... Before I do this I want you to try to stay calm because
I’m about to give you a Major WARNING - Okay!

WARNING! – Offensive and Factual information will follow this
message that will...

“Downright Piss-You-Off And Will Make You Want
To Punch Your Computer Screen and Throw It Out
The Window!”
(Please don't do that...okay?)
Okay, now that I’ve warned you let first me tell you about the
'Dangerous Side' of this system that has made YOU do things in
the past that if you really thought about themYou would NEVER really have done!
It’s happened to everyone you know so don’t worry, no one's really blaming or
judging you...
Remember, I told you that you may be offended -

What if you could learn the ruthlessly-effective
techniques that make people do almost anything you
want them to…EVEN at their own Free Will - ?
This Dangerous Side in question is responsible for some of THE
Worst and THE Best things that have happened in our world for
millennia.
Yes it's just like anything that is that powerful in this
world...it can be used for BOTH Good and Evil.
Now keep ion mind that this Dangerous Side is not all bad but, it
has been responsible for some really serious stuff!

In the past century the dangerous side has been responsible for
the following...

•

The rise and fall of Nazism and the Holocaust – Hitler mastered just one
aspect of it and look what the hell he did! Millions of innocent people
died. (The Good-Guys, were better at it though and that’s why we won!)

•

Abolishing slavery - Abraham Lincoln - former president of the
United States was a master at the dangerous side (the light side too)
of it and used it to help put and end to slavery in the United States.

•

Mass suicides - Unfortunately cult leaders use this all too often on
seemingly intelligent people, and get them to kill themselves in the name
of their cause.

•

Drug dealers and users - use it to both make people do whatever
they want and get others to use addictive drugs and ruin their lives.
(SURE it's up to the person using them but IF they knew about this
dangerous part of the force...they might just think twice!)

•

Car accidents - By falling prey to one principle of this system, people get
into unnecessary accidents all the time. Very sad - :-(

•

The spread of organized religion - YES nothing else has shaped the
human world as much as religion and this system has been behind
the the good as well as the bad things that have happened because
of religion.

•

Democracy - From the Ancient Greeks to the modern democratic
countries of the world...The Dangerous Side of this system has set many
people free and created entire countiries goverments!

•

The success and failures of some of the most well known people in
the world!

•

Modern Terrorism – These worthless-slime-bags use the dangerous side
to recruit, train and execute their plans of intimidation and killing. (You’ll
soon understand the principles of what they do and now you can protect
yourself, your business and others)

•

Obedience - Yup! WE obey our parents and definitely the LAW and
legal authorities because of the Dangerous Side...NOT the bright
side! The Dangerous-Side can protect us too...

•

And there are an UNLIMITED number of other things...

From that list, I’m sure you’re probably beginning to realize
that this is some really serious stuff right?
Well the truth is YES, it is VERY serious stuff In fact...it's a force to be reckoned with that must be mastered
by honest and ethical people who will use it to help themselves
AND others to succeed and find satisfaction.
No offense my friend, you may or may not be the right person
for this but, we’ll figure that out later.

Where did I learn about this system?
You see back in 2002 a good friend and mentor of mine published
this...

Controversial Book That Changed The Face Of
Internet Marketing And Doing Business Online
FOREVER!
And with it - people quickly learned to:
•

Create vast fortunes for themselves online and offline.

•

Achieve World-Expert Status and Fame.

•

Make people do whatever they wanted them to do. (scary stuff aint' it?)

•

Control EVERY aspect of their business with ruthless efficiency!

•

Literally command money into their pockets!

Now I won't mention any names here but back when I learned about
this stuff, I had a "front row seat" and watched undeserving
people use it to become obscenely rich and famous without much
effort.

But don't take my word for it...Here's what some of the internet's elite marketers
have said about this man and his now out-of-print book...
(I won't tell you who they are just yet!)

"...is the reincarnation of Sun Tzu, adeptly applying those 6th Century Art
of War strategies to a 21st century battlefield…the Internet. This man who
sells millions of dollars of products online annually and develops sites that
get millions of visitors monthly is a tactical genius...”
"...candidly shares dozens of hard-won lessons from his years as a US
Army officer and Internet entrepreneur...."
"This book should be priced at $100,000 or more because if you can't easily
benefit from the tactics..., then you don't deserve to be online in the first
place!"
The thing was...that my friend had only revealed the dangerous
side of this system (that was only half) BUT he didn't know what
he had done until he saw something he didn't like!
Imagine his surprise - when he found out that some readers of
this book were using it to gain tremendous success while others

were using it to take advantage of innocent and unsuspecting
people!
Oh Boy...Was he ANGRY because...

Until THEN There Had Never Really Been Such An EasyTo-Apply and Systemized-Process For Learning The
Dangerous-Side And Applying It To the Internet!
So you can pretty much see why, when he introduced his
book...Well...people JUMPED on it like lions on the hunt and many
people got so greedy that they used it for the wrong reasons...to
unethically make boatloads of money.
His sheer disgust for how his information was being misused made
him take that book out of print, then he went into seclusion and
started painstakingly working on his revelation of the brighter
side of this system!
It was pretty damn sad really...
We're talking about an internationally acclaimed author, a selfmade millionaire and THE man who literally "Invented" internet
marketing as we know it!

He was so upset that he literally walked away...or so everyone thought!
So into the foggy-mist he disappeared and no one really thought
he'd be back UNTIL...
Recently he resurfaced with a vengeance and in one fell swoop he
revealed the Light Side and...

"Retribution Was At Hand!"
Needless to Say - I Was Happier Than A Pig In You Know What!
Heck he was my mentor and I wanted those who misused what he
taught to get what they deserved!
The funny thing is...Now everyone thinks they know everything
there is to know about both sides but guess what...?

Here's The Secret: "In a recently recorded, 132 minute private interview he
confided in me and told me some business building information that will..."

"KNOCK Your Socks Off And BLOW Your Mind!"

Now before I make you more upset by making you wait too much I'm
gonna' tell you who this "mystery-man" is but first I want to
tell you about the AMAZING fool-proof system that was born from
these events.
Let me first ask you this though...

Would you like to easily create mouth-watering demand for super-profitable
products?
How about create products that virtually sell themselves and a business
that markets itself?
THEN...Learn from someone who has had over a decade of experience
in internet marketing and building successful online businesses.

"You'll not only learn honest straight forward techniques to get you started easily...BUT
you'll also learn the previously untold trade secrets needed to make it BIG in this
dynamic industry."
Now you can quickly learn them and begin applying them right
away.
Or you can use the information to simply advance your current
business or career.
With this unique system you'll be able to turbo boost your sales,
turn around your business and turn your dreams into a reality!
But if that stuff sounds like a bunch of BULL-CRAP to you, I want
you to realize WHO it's coming from!

He's Back From Years Of 'Seclusion'!
YES, it's none other than the TOP internet marketing mastermind
in the WORLD...

Mark Joyner himself!
Come ON...why did you think this was such a BIG deal?
So for the first time in HISTORY and along with Mark Joyner we're
releasing the Mind Control Marketing System!

Let's cut to the chase, shall we...?
You're sick of poor sales and inconsistent results right?
You'd like the easy life, correct?

You don't want to waste a lot of time trying to make money online
and you don't want to spend your life savings trying to get your
business going, Am I on the right page, here?
WELL -

Here's what you'll discover with this system:
•

You'll learn the SHOCKING secret about the 'Grand Theory' of
persuasion and how to use it to sell almost anything. (this has never
really been disclosed in such detail EVER before!)

•

How to change other peoples' beliefs FAST...and without brute force!

•

The ONE technique that joins the Dangerous and Light side and
brings balance to this money generating system! (this one creates
HUGE businesses and profits!)

•

The 'hidden truth' about the most POWERFUL force in marketing and how
it can create massive amounts of business.

•

How body-building relates to the success of your online business.

•

The Freestyle approach that keeps you open to new ideas and concepts.
(this will make you a winner FAST!)

•

How these little-known "Vampires" can rob your marketing efforts
blind and steal money right from under your nose!

•

Nine principles that allow you to control the mind of anyone with ease and
get them to do whatever you want... - BUY your products!

•

The 'Autokinetic Effect' and how to use it to get sales so RAPIDLY
you may need to warn your bank!

•

What #1 technique used by both politicians and con-artists to get people
to willingly do ANYTHING they want them to!

•

A Quick and Easy way to turn a complete stranger into a paying
customer. (this is the same technique hate groups use to recruit
their members)

•

An almost magical instinct that compels your customers to keep you in
their minds until you give them what they want!

•

Proven emotional strategies to alter the mindset of your prospects,
and make them unable to be satisfied until they purchase your
product.

•

Use one Dangerous-Side technique that will condition your prospects to
persuade themselves to buy. (Priceless)

Discover Ruthless War Strategies About...
•

The single-most motivating factor that produces the most innovative
thinking.

•

A "simple-trick" that leaves your competition eating dirt while you
stuff your belly with the good stuff! (my personal favorite! Heheh!)

•

When to use the Art of Deception to avoid having your emails deleted or
your advertising ignored.

•

How to apply the vicious Concentration principle to effortlessly
destroy your competition! (it's not what you think!)

•

The Right and Wrong way to attract attention for yourself and your
website.

•

Uncover the inside scoop on 'Internet Time' and how it can literally
make or break you if used incorrectly!

•

The hidden lesson a 2,200 year old Greek warrior can still teach you about
making money online! (Yep, you read that one right!)

•

How to successfully pursue and execute almost ANY wild and crazy
internet marketing plan without fear or self-doubt!

•

How so-called 'cowards' changed the face of warfare and business
forever. (When you understand this you'll never look at doing business
online the same way again!)

•

How to use the 'Heavy Ground' strategy to avoid being ignored!

•

An ancient Martial Arts story that has defined the extreme success of
countless businesses throughout history. (Okay, when you apply this
one...you better invite me to your new mansion on the beach - okay?! ;-P)

•

How to legally and ethically build your business and innovative
products and still stay ahead of your competition at all times! You'll
know their every move and beat them in the market race, while
simultaneously increasing your sales and profits!

Mark also kicked MY butt and then revealed some serious stuff
about...

•

The misunderstood truth about multi-variable testing.

•

The most time-tested principles of email marketing and the right and
wrong way to use them.

•

How to conduct accurate testing of your marketing. (These are definitely
not your typical 'hot-air' ROI stuff...)

•

The #1 email marketing mistake and how to avoid making it too.

•

What's the hidden FLAW in Taguchi testing that could be strangling
your profits?

•

How to apply proper scientific principles of research for efficient results!

•

Little-known membership website, Communication Secrets that
almost instantly STOP you from losing your paying members! They'll be members for life with this...

•

ONE website question-asking technique that literally FORCES money into
your pockets!

•

How the most private and terrible strategic mistake Mark Joyner
himself made can help YOU to build your own internet empire!

•

The two BEST days of the week to send emails and why!

•

What's the REAL 'undisclosed truth' about how often to email your
list?

•

And sooooo much more...!

BUT - by now I'm sure, you're beginning to realize just how
powerful this system really is and just how important it's going
to be to your business...Right?
Imagine
easy to
execute
serious

having both sides of this 'power' combined into a single
use system that will allow you to quickly lay out and
your internet marketing strategy AND start seeing some
growth and income for the first time!

Listen, If you're not making enough money right now with your
online business then you are simply lacking enough knowledge!

That's All - It's not your fault or some BIG mistake like some people
would have you believe.

It's no secret that you can't APPLY what you don't already
KNOW so all you have to do is learn what Mark is teaching

you!
SURE, even HE hates to admit that his words, ideas and concepts
are that powerful and you'll hear that for yourself in his honest
and candid marketing consultation with me.
If you listen to this Private Audio Consultation carefully,
you'll understand why he HATES that fact!
I played it off really well so he wouldn't notice when he
mentioned the reason why, because...

"I was SO stunned that a man of his status in the world of internet marketing...OR...in
ANY business in general would actually say WHAT he said in this interview that I was
more humbled than a Shaolin Monk!"

WOW! This Is POWERFUL Stuff Jo Han...So How
Much Is This Gonna' Cost Me - My Life Savings AND
My Right Eye Or Something?
Of Course...NOT!
I'm not going to waste a second of your time with any specially
designed sales pitch that is supposed to convince you that you
need what I've got.
You have to decide on that for yourself AND if you can't commit
to our qualification then the answer is obvious.
Finally, let me repeat what I explained earlier in this letter.
You aren't going to find this information anywhere else on the
internet!
Some other internet marketing companies (I won't mention names)
have actually told me that we reveal too much.
Which is why they won’t publish our offer, or sell this system
from their sites.

So don’t waste your time searching for this information
elsewhere; I guarantee you won’t find it.
After much serious consideration and debating what we should
REALLY charge for this system we've decided on a price that's
both fair and affordable to you IF...
You are REALLY serious about finally making your personal fortune
online...

Just FYI - We've made only 500 copies of the Mind Control Marketing
System on CD and that may be all we will ever allow in print...
We could do a second run but it's highly unlikely that we will.
Yes, there is an exclusivity issue here and you will completely
understand why, when you get your copy now.

This information packed and income boosting system is only
$97.
Yes I know...that's a pretty pitiful price for something this
powerful but it does mean that you must ACT NOW because it's so
affordable these copies will be gone before you know what hit
you.
You see we know just how hard it can be for someone who is
struggling to make it big online and we want you to succeed. So
that's why we're not charging you over $497 for such an easy to
use and step-by-step yet detailed system!
Oh yeah and there's...

Absolutely NO Bonuses! - YES - We're THAT
Confident...
Nope...no deal sweetener, nothing to entice you whatsoever!
You see Mark and I know just how valuable this system is and
anything that we could add to this would be utterly useless an a
waste of your time after you listen to the audio and read the
book!
Like I mentioned earlier...this book has definitely become an
"Underground Marketing Classic" so the demand for this will
absolutely be insane!
Come on...you know the truth...how often do you even use that
freebie stuff? Almost NEVER...right?

My friend, take the time as you carefully read through this form
and be ready for some real turbo-charged power when you download
this AMAZING and RISK FREE system...

Jo Han Mok and Mark Joyner's Mind Control
Marketing System Qualification Form
Please be certain that you read and check every
qualification field.

YES Mark and Jo Han I want your “Mind Control
Marketing System” shipped right to my front door for $97!

YES, I understand that I will be getting the 132 minute private
audio consulting session which is the core of this program and will listen
to it and take accurate notes. I agree that I am an adult over the

age of 18 and I understand that there will be some adult
language used in this audio consulting session in reference to
internet marketing strategies and I will not be offended. I also
understand that I will be entrusted with Mark's out of print book,
MindControlMarketing.com in E-book format and I will use it wisely.

YES, I further certify that I understand that the information
contained in this system, puts me in a position of tremendous power,
and I agree that I will use this power responsibly and only with the
highest level of business ethics.

YES, I agree that I have 60 days to review this program and if I am not
satisfied for any reason, I can return the CD and included materials if any,
request and be refunded my full purchase price.

Click Here to Order "Mark Joyner & Jo Han
Mok's Mind Control Marketing System"
System" via our

Secure Website

And Yes, it IS...

100% Risk Free!
My Titanium Strength, SUPER-CONFIDENCE 100%
"Better-Than-Risk-Free" Money Back Guarantee!
Listen, if you don't agree after 60 Days of using
this system that it isn't the most powerful and
advanced course on marketing and mind control you've
ever purchased then we'll issue you a 100% refund on
the spot. No hard feelings and no questions asked.
In fact, We'll extend this guarantee for an entire
year! That's right, 365 days to use and profit from
this unique system or else ask (and receive) an
immediate refund.

That's right. You can't lose.
Don't waste another minute of your time, Order Now!

Honestly my friend...Are you SERIOUS or are you just
CURIOUS?
Like I mentioned earlier...this is a LIMITED TIME OFFER - So pretty soon we may
just take this website down, turn it into a blog - OR - we may increase the price
dramatically and un-affordably!
Take ACTION and get the system NOW! You'll be smiling from ear to ear
when you experience the power within it!

Yours In The Force,

#1 Best Selling Author of The E-Code and #1
Best Selling Author of The Irresistable Offer.

P.S. - Remember no person makes a fortune nowadays without
first learning. You DON'T need some special talent or great
intelligence! I think that Albert Einstein said this
best...

"The intellect has little to do on the road to discovery. There comes a leap in
consciousness, call it intuition or what you will, and the solution comes to
you and you don't know how or why."
P.P.S. - Don't just walk in the Gray Twilight...Get this
system and master mind control now!
P.P.P.S. - Do you remember the saying "Good things come to
those who wait"? Well that may have been true many years
ago, but in the year 2006, GREAT things only come - to those
that go after them!

Get the system
system now build your business and
start living a life of freedom and possibilities!

